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proliferation and cytotoxic functions of 
NK, NKT, and CD8+ T cells,[2] induce the 
differentiation of naïve CD4+ T cells into 
T helper type 1 (Th1) cells,[3] and promote 
the production of interferon-γ (IFNγ).[4] 
This cytokine, in turn, can act on tumor 
cells, macrophages, lymphocytes, and 
endothelial cells to favor cell-mediated 
immunity and to induce antiangiogenic 
effects,[5] IL12 can also directly act on den-
dritic cells to stimulate IL12 production 
and to enhance antigen presentation.[6]

Unfortunately, clinical studies in cancer 
patients showed that systemic administra-
tion of IL12 was accompanied by unaccep-
table systemic toxicity and, in few cases, 
even by fatal events,[7] which dramatically 
precluded its direct exploitation in cancer 
treatment.[1e,f ]

To reduce the dose of IL12 necessary 
for inducing antitumor effects and, conse-
quently, its systemic toxicity, various drug 
delivery systems have been developed so 
far. For example, peptides,[8] antibodies,[9] 
liposomes,[10] biopolymer,[11] polymeric 
nanoparticles, and nanogels have been 

used as vehicles for delivering IL12 to tumors.[12] One compound 
(called NHS-IL12), consisting of two molecules of IL12 fused 
to a tumor necrosis-targeting human antibody, is under inves-
tigation in Phase I clinical trials alone or in combination with 
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1. Introduction

Interleukin-12 (IL12) is a heterodimeric immunostimulatory 
cytokine showing anticancer and antimetastatic properties in 
several preclinical models.[1] This protein can stimulate the 
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immune checkpoint inhibitors (see ref. [13] and clinicaltrials.gov; 
NCT01417546 and NCT02994953). Other approaches that exploit 
this cytokine for cancer therapy are based on the use of IL12-
encoding DNA and electroporation,[14] viral vectors encoding IL12 
or genetically engineered lymphocytes.[15]

The results of these studies suggest that targeted delivery of 
IL12 to tumors might represent a valid strategy for enhancing 
its therapeutic index. Thus, studies aimed at developing deliv-
ering systems that enable administration of extremely low, yet 
pharmacologically active, doses of IL12 to tumors are of great 
experimental and clinical interest.

We have previously shown that peptides containing isoAsp-
Gly-Arg (isoDGR), a motif that recognizes the αvβ3 integrin 
overexpressed in tumor vessels and on different tumor cell 
types,[16] can be exploited as ligands for targeted delivery of var-
ious drugs and nanoparticles to tumors.[16b,17] In particular, we 
have identified a head-to-tail-cyclized hexapeptide, CGisoDGRG 
(called Iso1), which recognizes αvβ3 with high selectivity and 
affinity, binds tumor vessels, and works as an efficient ligand 
for delivering fluorescent nanoparticles or radioactive com-
pounds to tumors.[17,18] The Iso1 peptide, after chemical con-
jugation to human serum albumin, has been exploited for tag-
ging gold nanoparticles loaded with tumor necrosis factor-alpha 
(TNF), a cytokine endowed with antitumor activity.[17,19] Inter-
estingly, nontoxic doses of this nanodrug can induce anticancer 
effects in tumor-bearing mice, by virtue of an active targeting 
mechanism.[17,19]

Iso1-tagged gold nanoparticles might represent, therefore, 
efficient vehicles for delivering cytokines to tumors and, conse-
quently, for improving their therapeutic index. To address this 
hypothesis, we have prepared Iso1-tagged gold nanospheres 
bearing IL12 (Iso1/Au/IL12) and analyzed their therapeutic effi-
cacy and mechanism of action in murine models of fibrosarcoma, 
mammary adenocarcinoma and autochthonous prostate adeno-
carcinoma (TRAMP), the latter in combination with adoptive 
T-cell therapy. We show that this nanoformulation enables the 
delivery of extremely low doses of IL12 (in the picogram range) 
to tumors, with antitumor effects. Furthermore, we show that this 
approach can substantially increase the therapeutic index of this 
cytokine alone and in combination with adoptive immunotherapy.

2. Results

2.1. Preparation and Characterization of Iso1/Au/IL12  
and Au/IL12 Nanoparticles

Iso1/Au/IL12 was prepared by incubating 25 nm gold nano-
spheres with mixtures of Iso1-HSA, a peptide–albumin conju-
gate, and murine IL12, followed by a metoxy-PEG-thiol solution. 
Optimization studies showed that optimal loading could be 
achieved with 120 µg of Iso1-HSA and 2.7 µg of IL12 per mL of 
gold solution, at pH 5.5 (see Figures S1 and S2, Supporting Infor-
mation). A nanodrug lacking Iso1 was also prepared (Au/IL12).

UV–vis spectrophotometric analysis of both products 
showed single absorption peaks at 530 nm with similar 
width, indicating that both nanodrugs contained little, or no, 
aggregates (Figure 1a and Table 1). Accordingly, dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) analysis showed that these nanodrugs had an 

average diameter of about 40 nm, suggesting that they were 
monodispersed (Table 1), and showed similar zeta potential. 
Furthermore, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showed 
that both nanodrugs were made of gold nanospheres with an 
average diameter of about 27 nm (Figure S3, Supporting Infor-
mation). Thus, the two nanodrugs had very similar physico-
chemical properties.

To assess the presence of IL12 and Iso1-HSA on these 
nanodrugs, we then measured their capability to bind the 
anti-IL12 mAb C15.6 and the integrin αvβ3, spotted onto nitro-
cellulose filters. As expected, both Iso1/Au/IL12 and Au/IL12 
could recognize the anti-IL12 antibody, whereas only Iso1/Au/
IL12 could bind the integrin (Figure 1b). No binding of nano-
drugs was observed to a soluble TNF receptor 2 fusion pro-
tein (sTNF-R2), an irrelevant protein used as negative control 
(Figure 1b). Moreover, Iso1/Au/IL12, but not Au/IL12, could 
bind αvβ3 adsorbed onto microtiter plates, as detected by the 
anti-IL12 mAb C17.8 (Figure 1c). IL12-ELISA assays based on 
the use of two antibodies against the p40 subunit of IL12 (mAb 
C15.6 and mAb C17.8) could detect 4–5 molecules of IL12 per 
nanoparticle of Iso1/Au/IL12 and 12–13 molecules per nano-
particle of Au/IL12 (Table 2). Similar results were obtained with 
a different ELISA that detects the IL12 heterodimer form (p70). 
Finally, PEG-ELISA showed that 2–4 molecules of PEG/nano-
particle were loaded (Table 2).

2.2. IL12 Bound to Gold Is Biologically Active

To assess whether IL12 bound to gold could preserve its bio-
logical activity, we measured the capability of each nanodrug to 
induce the release of IFNγ from murine splenocytes. In this bio-
assay the EC50 of free IL12 was 21.6 ± 5.1 pg mL−1, corresponding 
to (169 ± 40) × 106 molecules mL−1 (Table 2 and Figure 1d). 
Interestingly, the EC50 of Iso1/Au/IL12 and Au/IL12 were 
(3.43 ± 0.64) × 106 and (3.38 ± 0.83) × 106 nanoparticles mL−1 
(Table 1 and Figure 1d), respectively, suggesting that the 
potency of each nanoparticle was equivalent to that of about  
50 molecules of free IL12. The apparent higher number of IL12 
molecules/nanoparticle detected by the bioassay, compared to 
the immunoassay (Table 2), may reflect the presence of bioac-
tive IL12 molecules on the gold surface that were not recog-
nized by the antibodies. An alternative explanation is that IL12 
bound to gold can engage and activate more efficiently IL12 
receptors, because of multivalent interactions.

2.3. IL12 and Iso1-HSA Are Stably Bound to Nanogold

The stability of protein–gold interactions in Iso1/Au/IL12 was 
then investigated. To this aim the presence of free IL12 in Iso1/
Au/IL12 was first analyzed by IL12-ELISA after nano particle 
removal by centrifugation. IL12-ELISA of the supernatant 
showed the presence of 25 ng mL−1 IL12, corresponding to 0.9% 
of the total IL12 used for nanodrug preparation. Notably, no 
significant changes occurred upon nanodrug storage for 96 h  
at 4 °C or 140 d at –80 °C (Figure 1e). These results suggest 
that IL12 was firmly bound to gold and that no significant 
detachment occurred during drug storage. Furthermore, the 
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Figure 1. Characterization of Iso1/Au/IL12 and Au/IL12 nanodrugs. a) UV–vis absorption spectra of nanodrugs. Dotted line corresponds to uncoated 
25 nm gold nanoparticles. b) Binding of nanodrugs to αvβ3 receptor, soluble TNF receptor-2 (sTNF-R2), and anti-IL12 antibody (mAb C15.6) spotted 
onto nitrocellulose filters, as detected by silver staining of gold nanoparticles. The amount of each receptor spotted onto filters is indicated. sTNF-R2 was 
used as negative control. c) Binding of nanodrugs to αvβ3 adsorbed onto microtiter plates, as detected with a biotinylated antibody IL12 (mAb C17.8) 
and HRP-labeled streptavidin. A representative experiment is shown. d) IFNγ production by murine splenocytes cultured with various amounts of 
nanodrugs or IL12. Murine splenocytes were cultured in vitro with complete medium supplemented with 125 U mL−1 of IL2 and the indicated amounts 
of gold nanoparticles or IL12 molecules (in quadruplicates) for 5 d. IFNγ production in pooled cell culture supernatants was determined by ELISA. 
One representative experiment is shown (mean±SE, two wells for each condition). e) Quantification of free IL12 (i.e., not bound to nanoparticles) 
(left and middle panels) and total IL12 (bound and free) (right panel) in Iso1/Au/IL12 after incubation at 4 °C or −80 °C for the indicated times. Total 
and free IL12 were detected by IL12-ELISA before and after centrifugation at 14 000 × g for 10 min, respectively. No significant release of IL12 occurred 
over the indicated times. f) Binding curves of Iso1/Au/IL12 (two different lots, #A and #B, stored for 0.5 or 26 months at −80 °C) to microtiter plated 
coated with αvβ3. The two binding curves, detected with a biotinylated antibody against the IL12 (mAb C17.8) followed by HRP-labeled streptavidin, 
are similar. g) Production of IFNγ by murine splenocytes induced by different amounts of Iso1/Au/IL12 (Lot #A and Lot #B stored for 0.5 or 26 months 
at −80 °C), showing similar biological activities.
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αvβ3 binding properties and the biological activity of Iso1/Au/
IL12 freshly prepared or stored for 2 years at –80 °C were sim-
ilar (Figure 1f,g). These and the above results, overall, suggest 
that the preparation of nanodrugs bearing functional IL12 and 
Iso1 is feasible and that the final product is stable.

2.4. Antitumor Activity of IL12-Based Nanodrugs in Murine 
Fibrosarcomas and Mammary Adenocarcinomas

The in vivo antitumor properties of Iso1/Au/IL12, Au/IL12 and 
IL12 were then investigated. Mice bearing established WEHI-164 
fibrosarcomas were treated i.v. once a week with various doses 
of IL12, ranging from 4.7 to 15 000 pg, or with equivalent doses 
of nanodrugs (in terms of immunoreactive IL12 quantified by 
ELISA). Administration of 15 000 pg of IL12, but not of lower 
doses, induced significant delay of tumor growth (Figure 2a). 
Comparable antitumor effects were obtained with 19–75 pg of 
Iso1/Au/IL12 (Figure 2b), indicating that the nanodrug was 
about 200–800-fold more active than IL12. Notably, Au/IL12 
(26 or 127 pg) was almost inactive, compared to Iso1/Au/IL12 
(Figure 2c), pointing to isoDGR-mediated “active” targeting 
as a primary mechanism of accumulation of Iso1/Au/IL12 in 
tumors. Finally, higher doses of Iso1/Au/IL12 induced lower 
effects (Figure 2b), denoting a biphasic dose-response curve.

Both IL12 (15 000 pg) and Iso1/Au/IL12 (75 pg) significantly 
prolonged animal survival (Figure 2d). Of note, 2 out of 12 mice 
treated with Iso1/Au/IL12 were completely cured, whereas 
none was cured with IL12 at any tested dose.

No evidence of toxicity was observed at any of the tested 
doses and drugs, as judged from the lack of animal weight loss, 

lethargy, or ruffled fur (Figure S4A, Supporting Information and 
data not shown). When measuring drug stability, we found that 
similar antitumor effects were obtained with a batch of Iso1/
Au/IL12 stored for 30 months at −80 °C (Figure S5, Supporting 
Information), indicating that this nanodrug was stable over time.

The antitumor activities of Iso1/Au/IL12 and IL12 were 
then investigated in the poorly immunogenic, aggressive TS/A 
mammary adenocarcinoma model. IL12 (70 or 350 pg) was 
completely inactive, even when the treatment was repeated 
for 5 consecutive days (Figure 3a). In contrast, 70 pg of Iso1/
Au/IL12, significantly delayed the progression of established 
tumors (Figure 3b, upper panels). Similar results were obtained 
when the treatment was repeated twice per week (Figure 3b, 
lower panels). Also 350 pg of Iso1/Au/IL12 delayed tumor 
growth, although in this case the effect did not reach statistical 
significance. The finding that 350 pg of Iso1/Au/IL12 was less 
efficacious than the 70 pg dose supports the concept that the 
dose-response curve of this drug is biphasic, possibly because 
of activation of counter-regulatory mechanisms above a certain 
dose. Consistently, no significant antitumor effects were 
observed when Iso1/Au/IL12 (70 pg) was administered for five 
consecutive days (Figure 3b). Of note, two mice were cured in 
the groups treated once a week with 70 or 350 pg (none in the 
IL12 groups) and remained tumor-free after a rechallenge with 
a tumorigenic dose of TS/A cells to the end of the experiment 
(day 50). Also in this tumor model, no evidence of toxicity was 
obtained (Figure S4b, Supporting Information).

Overall, these results indicate that IL12 is endowed with 
markedly more potent antitumor activity when loaded on 
Iso1-tagged gold nanoparticles, compared to free IL12, owing to 
an isoDGR-mediated targeting mechanism.

Table 2. Quantification of IL12 and PEG molecules loaded on gold nanoparticles in Iso1/Au/IL12 and Au/IL12.

Nanodrugs or proteina) IL12 PEGe)

ELISAb)  

[immunoreactive molecules/Np]

Bioassayb)  

[bioactive molecules/Np]

Bioassay EC50
d)  

[Np or IL12 molecules per mL]

ELISA  

[molecules/Np]

Iso1/Au/IL12 (pH 5.5) 4.5 ± 0.3 (n = 2)c) 49 ± 9 (n = 6) 3.43 (±0.64) × 106 (n = 6) 3–4

Au/IL12 (pH 6.5) 12.4 ± 1.7 (n = 2) 44 ± 9 (n = 6) 3.80 (±0.83) × 106 (n = 5) 2–3

IL12 NAf) NA 169 (±40) × 106 (n = 12) NA

a)Nanodrugs were prepared by mixing a mixture of Iso1-HSA and IL12 (120 µg: 2.7 µg, ratio) with 1 mL of gold (A520 nm: ≈1.0 optical density, with pH adjusted to 
the indicated value). See Experimental Section; b)Number of IL12 molecule bound to nanoparticles as determined by IL12-ELISA (p40-ELISA Kit) or by a biological 
assay based on the quantification of IFNγ secretion by murine splenocytes, using IL12 as reference standard. Mean±SE; c)n, number of independent experiments, 
each in duplicate; d)EC50 (effective concentration 50) of nanodrugs or IL12 was determined by measuring their effect on IFNγ secretion by murine splenocytes, using 
IL12 as reference standard. Mean±SE; e)Number of mPEG molecules (mPEG-SH; 20 KDa) per nanoparticles, as determined by PEG-ELISA; f)NA, not applicable.

Table 1. Characterization of IL12-based nanodrugs and uncoated gold nanoparticles (Au) by UV–vis spectroscopy (UV–vis), dynamic light scattering 
(DLS), and zeta potential.

Nanodrugs or gold nanoparticlesa) UV–visb) DLSc) radius [nm] Zeta-potentiald) [mV]

λmax [nm] PW 75% 650 nm/530 nm

Iso1/Au/IL12 (pH 5.5) 528.6 ± 0.6 54.0 ± 3.5 0.104 ± 0.03 21.9 ± 3.2 −11.7 ± 1.1

Au/IL12 (pH 6.5) 528 57 0.071 17.9 ± 2.3 −11.2 ± 1.2

Uncoated Au 524.5 ± 0.6 52.0 ± 4.0 0.065 ± 0.02 11.56 ± 1.4 −28.3 ± 2.0

a)Nanodrugs were prepared by mixing a mixture of Iso1-HSA and IL12 (120 µg: 2.7 µg, ratio) with 1 mL of gold (A520 nm: ≈1.0 optical density, with pH adjusted to the 
indicated value) See Experimental Sections; b)λmax: wavelength of peak absorbance; PW 75%: peak-width at 75% of height; 650 nm/530 nm: absorbance ratio. Mean±SD of 
two different preparations; c)Mean±SD of two different preparations; d)Mean±SD of three consecutive measurements.
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Figure 2. Antitumor effects of IL12, Iso1/Au/IL12, or Au/IL12, in the WEHI-164 fibrosarcoma model. a–c) Effect of IL12 or nanodrugs on tumor 
growth. Mice were treated at the indicated times after tumor implantation (arrows) with various doses of nanodrugs or IL12 (i.v.). All the indicated 
doses correspond to immunoreactive IL12, as detected by ELISA. Tumor volume increases are shown (mean ± SE). Numbers in parenthesis indicate 
the number of mice per dose (cumulative results of 1–2 independent experiments, six mice per experiment). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001, 
by Mann–Whitney analysis of the area under the curve for each tumor, with the GraphPad Prism software (ns, not significant; CR, complete response). 
d) Kaplan-Maier curves of experimental group depicted in panels a and b. *, P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 by Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test.
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2.5. Iso1/Au/IL12 Increases the Levels of sTNF-R2,  
IFNγ and MIP-2 in Tumor Microenvironment

To test the hypothesis that low-dose Iso1/Au/IL12 exerts local 
effects in tumors and little or no effects at the systemic level, 
we measured the amount of IFNγ, soluble TNF-R2 (sTNF-R2) 
and macrophage-inflammatory protein 2 (MIP-2) in tumors 
and in blood samples of mice bearing WEHI-164 tumors after 
treatment with Iso1/Au/IL12 (70 pg, administered i.v. at day 14, 
Figure S6, Supporting Information). These factors were chosen 
as representative of IL12-mediated effects.[4b,7b,20] Iso1/Au/IL12 
significantly increased the levels of sTNF-R2 in tumors, but not 
in serum, 18 h later (Figure S6b, Supporting Information). This 
treatment could also increase the levels of IFNγ and MIP-2 in 
tumors, although in a non-significant manner, but not at all in 
serum (Figure S6c,d, Supporting Information). These results 

support the concept that low dose Iso1/Au/
IL12 can affect the tumor microenvironment 
with minimal effects at the systemic level.

2.6. Iso1/Au/IL12 Increases the Infiltration  
of Innate Immune Cells in Fibrosarcomas

To investigate the antitumor effects of the 
Iso1/Au/IL12 at the cellular level, we then 
assessed the immune landscape of the 
tumor microenvironment by unsupervised 
flow cytometry analysis.[21] To this aim, 
we employed a panel of 14 mAbs to detect 
markers that distinguish innate and adaptive 
immune cells infiltrating the tumor micro-
environment of fibrosarcoma-bearing mice, 
one week after the treatment with Iso1/Au/
IL12 (18 pg) or vehicle. As expected, the treat-
ment significantly reduced the tumor mass 
(Figure S7a, Supporting Information). The 
plotted viSNE map showed 51 clusters auto-
matically defined by X-Shift algorithm,[22] 
five of which appeared differentially distrib-
uted between treated and untreated tumors 
(Figure 4a). To determine whether cell popu-
lations were actually changing in mice treated 
with Iso1/Au/IL12, compared to those treated 
with the vehicle, we extracted the frequency 
of single clusters in each sample. Out of the 
five differentially distributed clusters, three 
showed statistical significance (Figure 4b). 
To identify the cell population separated by 
X-Shift, we analytically compared all stained 
markers within each cluster (Figure 4c). 
The results showed that the clusters had the 
following phenotypes: Cluster 1: CD11b+, 
NKp46+, CD3- and Ly6C+ (NK cells); Cluster 
2: CD11b+, Ly6C+ Ly6G-, F4/80low (inflam-
matory monocytes); Cluster 3: CD11b+, 
Ly6C+, Ly6G+, F4/80- (neutrophils); Cluster 
4: CD3+, CD4+ (T cells); Cluster 5: CD19+ 
(B cells) (Figure 4c). Cluster 1 included also 

a small CD3+ T population that was identified as invariant 
Natural Killer T (iNKT) cells by specific staining with PBS-57-
loaded CD1d-tetramers (Figure 4d, upper panel). These cells 
increased significantly in Iso1/Au/IL12 treated mice (Figure 4d, 
lower panel). Analytical flow cytometry analyses confirmed 
that CD11b+ cells, granulocytes, monocytes, and NK cells were 
significantly increased in tumor treated with Iso1/Au/IL12 
(Figure 4e and Figure S7b, Supporting Information).

Remarkably, the antitumor activity of Iso1/Au/IL12 was 
completely inhibited by anti-asialo GM1 antibodies (Figure 5), a 
reagent antibody capable of depleting NK cells.[23]

These results, overall, suggest that low-dose Iso1/Au/IL12 is 
sufficient to modulate the tumor microenvironment favoring 
tumor infiltration by innate immune effectors, among which 
NK cells are found and shown to be critical for Iso1/Au/IL12 
therapeutic effects.

Figure 3. Antitumor effects of IL12 and Iso1/Au/IL12 in the TS/A adenocarcinoma model. 
Effect of a) IL12 or b) Iso1/Au/IL12 on tumor growth. Mice were treated at indicated times 
after tumor implantation (arrows) with the indicated doses of IL12 or Iso1/Au/IL12 (i.v.). 
All the indicated doses correspond to immunoreactive IL12, as detected by ELISA. Tumor 
volumes are shown (mean±SE, six mice per experiment). CR, complete response and tumor 
free at day 50 after a second challenge at day 32. *, P < 0.05, by Mann–Whitney analysis of 
the area under the curve for each tumor, with the GraphPad Prism software (CR, complete 
response).
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Figure 4. Effect of Iso1/Au/IL12 on immune cells infiltrating WEHI-164 tumors. WEHI-164 tumor-bearing animals were treated at day 6 after tumor 
implantation with 18 pg of Iso1/Au/IL12 or with diluent. On day 13 tumors were excised, processed to obtain a single cells suspension, and character-
ized for the expression of 14 identity markers by flow cytometry (see Experimental Section). a) High-dimensional bhSNE maps of tumor-infiltrating 
immune cells in untreated (upper) and Iso1/Au/IL12 treated mice (lower). Representative maps of the clusters identified by X-Shift algorithm (indicated 
as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and color code) are shown. The shown maps result from the overlapping of four independent mice per condition. Shown are 
maps from one out of two independent experiments (giving comparable results). b) Quantification of percentage of cells (upper) and absolute cell 
numbers per tumor (lower) in Clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Dots represent single mice. Mean±SE is shown. *, P < 0.05, **, P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, by 
two-tailed t test. c) Expression of markers in cluster 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (right), and their corresponding specific phenotypes and cell subtypes (shown in 
the Table). d) Characterization of CD3 negative (empty square) and positive (filled square) cells within cluster 1. CD3+ cells were identified as iNKT 
cells by reactivity to PBS-57-loaded CD1d-tetramer, as shown in the consecutive histogram. These cells are defined as cluster 1a (see Table in panel c). 
iNKT cells were then analytically gated and quantified as described in the above graphs. e) Quantification of CD11b+ cells, granulocytes, monocytes, 
and NK cells in untreated and Iso1/Au/IL12 treated mice determined by analytical flow cytometry (see also Figure S7B, Supporting Information). Each 
dot represents a single mouse. Mean±SE is shown. *, P < 0.05, **, P < 0.01, by two-tailed t test. All frequencies are calculated on viable CD45+ cells. 
b,d,e) Data show cumulative results of two independent experiments, each performed with four mice per group.
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2.7. Iso1/Au/IL12 Increases the Efficacy of Adoptive T-Cell 
Therapy in Mice with Autochthonous Prostate cancer

Previous studies have shown that adoptive transfer of tumor-
specific T cells engineered to express IL12 constitutively 
improved antitumor protection, which was, however, in some 
cases accompanied by lethal toxicity.[15b–e] Although more recent 
studies showed that toxicity could be limited by engineering 
T cells with inducible IL12 constructs,[15f ] we reasoned that 
the controlled delivery of an extremely low-dose, well-defined, 
of IL12 might prove a safer approach. To test the hypothesis 
that low-dose Iso1/Au/IL12 might be of help in the context 
of adoptive T-cell therapy (ACT) we used the transgenic pros-
tate adenocarcinoma mouse model (TRAMP), with autochtho-
nous prostate cancer development, and T cells redirected by 
TCR gene transfer to the tumor-associated large T antigen.[24] 
Notably, previous studies have shown that in this model tumor-
redirected T cells lack significant therapeutic activity, unless 
used in combination of vessel-targeted TNF or minor histocom-
patibility redirected T cells.[24] Twenty-week-old TRAMP mice, 
a time at which all mice have established adenocarcinomas,[24] 
were subjected to nonmyeloablative total body irradiation, 
to favor T cell engraftment, and then injected with T cells  

redirected against the tumor-associated SV40 large T antigen. 
One day later mice were treated i.v. with Iso1/Au/IL12 (18 pg) 
and, after 4 weeks, sacrificed to assess the tumor burden by 
histopathological analysis (see Figure 6a for the experimental 
scheme). Iso1/Au/IL12 or ACT did not induce significant anti-
tumor effects when injected alone, while elicited significant 
tumor regression when combined (Figure 6b). Flow cytometry 
analysis of tumor draining lymph nodes, spleen and blood, 
indicated that, although similar frequency of adoptively trans-
ferred CD45.1+ CD8+ cells were observed in treated and con-
trol mice (Figure 6c), mice receiving ACT and Iso1/Au/IL12 
had higher frequencies of TCR redirected tumor-specific T cells 
(identified as Vβ9+ cells) in tumor-draining lymph nodes 
(TdLN), compared to controls (Figure 6d). Iso1/Au/IL12 treat-
ment increased also the effector functions of the transferred 
tumor-specific T cells, as defined by their ability to express IFNγ  
in TdLN (Figure 6e), or granzyme B cells in blood and spleen 
(Figure 6f). Collectively, these results show that Iso1/Au/IL12 
promotes the antitumor efficacy of ACT.

3. Discussion

This work demonstrates that the therapeutic index of IL12 
can be substantially increased by a targeting approach based 
on the use of isoDGR-tagged gold nanospheres as a vehicle. 
In particular, targeted delivery of IL12 to tumors was achieved 
by coupling this cytokine to 25 nm nanogold tagged with Iso1-
HSA, a peptide–protein conjugate previously shown to bind 
αvβ3 with good affinity and to home to tumor vessels.[17] The 
choice of nanogold as a carrier was based on the fact that this 
nanomaterial has been used with other cytokines in patients 
and proven to be safe and stable.[25]

Studies on the physical, biochemical, and biological proper-
ties of this nanodrug (called Iso1/Au/IL12) showed that the final 
product was monodispersed and that it could bind anti-IL12 
antibodies and αvβ3, as expected. The results also show that 
about 4 molecules of immunoreactive IL12 were present on the 
surface of each nanoparticle, as measured by IL12-ELISA. How-
ever, the biological potency of each nanoparticle was equivalent 
to that of 50 molecules of IL12, as measured by a bioassay based 
on murine splenocytes. Possibly, IL12 bound to the nanogold 
surface has a lower immunoreactivity or engages IL12 recep-
tors on splenocytes more efficiently, compared to free IL12. 
Although these possibilities are not mutually exclusive, we favor 
the second hypothesis, considering that the total bioactive IL12 
detected in the nanodrug was two-threefold greater than the 
total bioactive IL12 used for nanodrug preparation. More effi-
cient engagement of IL12 receptors might be due to multivalent 
high avidity interactions between nanoparticles and cells.

Drug stability studies showed that Iso1/Au/IL12 can be 
stored for up to 2.5 years at −80 °C without loss of biological 
properties, both in terms of binding to αvβ3 and IL12 recep-
tors and of antitumor activity. Thus, adsorption of Iso1-HSA 
and IL12 on the nanogold surface is a valuable strategy for the 
preparation of stable and bifunctional conjugates endowed of 
both targeting (isoDGR) and effector (IL12) activity.

The results of in vivo studies performed in mice bearing sub-
cutaneous WEHI-164 fibrosarcomas and TS/A adenocarcinomas 

Figure 5. Effect of anti-asialo GM1 antibodies on the antitumor activity of 
Iso1/Au/IL12. WEHI-164 tumor-bearing mice (six mice per group) were 
injected with 40 µL of anti-asialo GM1 rabbit antibodies at day 3 and 
5 and with the indicated doses of Iso1/Au/IL12 at day 6. The indicated 
doses correspond to immunoreactive IL12, as detected by ELISA. Tumor 
volumes and weights at the indicated times (mean±SE) are shown.  
*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01, by Mann–Whitney analysis of the area under the 
curve for each tumor volume or by two-tailed t test for tumor weights, 
with the GraphPad Prism software.
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indicate that Iso1/Au/IL12 can exert antitumor effects at much 
lower doses than those required for IL12. Indeed, a dose of 
Iso1/Au/IL12 equivalent to 18–19 pg of immunoreactive IL12 
(i.e., equivalent to 195–205 pg of bioactive IL12) was sufficient 
to delay the tumor progression. In contrast, 15 000 pg of bioac-
tive IL12 was necessary to induce similar effects, indicating that 
Iso1/Au/IL12 was at least 70–80−fold more potent than IL12. 
Notably, Au/IL12, a nanodrug lacking the isoDGR ligand, could 
not exert significant effects, supporting the role of isoDGR as a 
targeting ligand in the antitumor activity of Iso1/Au/IL12. The 
tumor targeting mechanism is also supported by the observa-
tion that low-dose Iso1/Au/IL12 could increase the levels of 
IFNγ, MIP-2, and sTNF-Rs in tumor tissues, but not in circula-
tion. Importantly, no evidence of toxicity was obtained at any 
tested dose, indicating that the peptide-tagged nanogold formu-
lation increases the therapeutic index of IL12.

Previous studies showed that a peptide–protein fusion 
product consisting of IL12 and the vascular-homing peptide 
CDCRGDCFC, another ligand of  αvβ3 integrin, induced 
antiangiogenic and antitumor effects when used at 500 000 pg 
per mouse per day.[8] The observation that 18–19 pg per 
mouse of Iso1/Au/IL12 was sufficient to induce antitumor 
effects suggests that Iso1-tagged gold nanoparticles represent 
more efficient vehicles for delivering IL12 to tumors and for 
enhancing its therapeutic activity. Other IL12 nanoformula-
tions have been previously described, including nanodrugs 
prepared with biodegradable poly-lactic acid microspheres,[12b] 
cholesterol-pullulan nanogel,[12d] chitosan nanoparticles 
and liposomes.[10,12c] These nanodrugs could induce strong 
antitumor effects when administered intratumorally,[10,12b] 
subcutaneously or intravenously at doses ranging from 
100 to 10 000 ng per mouse of IL12 in single or repeated 
administrations,[12c,d] thus at doses well above the efficacious 
doses of Iso1/Au/IL12 reported in the present work (18–19 pg 
per mouse). It appears, therefore, that coupling IL12 to the 
surface of Iso1-tagged gold nanoparticles represents a novel 
and more potent drug formulation.

Previous studies showed that the dose-response curve 
of IL12 in patients is bell shaped, with an optimal dose of 
250 ng kg−1.[26] We also found a bell-shaped dose-response 
curve with Iso1/Au/IL12, maximal activity being achieved 
with 40–80 pg per mouse (equivalent to 2–4 ng of immuno-
reactive IL12 kg−1). Attempts to increase the effect of Iso1/
Au/IL12 by increasing the dose in our models (up to 6000 pg 
per mouse, i.e., about 300 ng kg−1) or by increasing the fre-
quency of administration (e.g., daily, for 5 consecutive days) 
resulted in lower antitumor effects. Similar behaviors were 
reported for other targeted cytokines, such as NGR-TNF and 
NGR-IFNγ.[27] This paradoxical behavior might be related to 
antibody induction or, more likely, to activation of counter-
regulatory mechanisms. For example, in the case of NGR-
TNF and NGR-IFNγ, the use of high doses of these targeted 
cytokines induces the shedding of soluble TNF receptors or 
the production of indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase, respectively, 
which prevents their potential antitumor activity.[27,28] Acti-
vation of counter-regulatory mechanisms likely occurs also 
with relatively high-dose Iso1/Au/IL12, as suggested by its 
bell-shaped dose-response curve. Thus, the use of extremely 
low dose of Iso1/Au/IL12 (in the picogram range) and 

Figure 6. Effect of Iso1/Au/IL12 in combination with adoptive T cell 
therapy (ACT) in mice with autochthonous prostate cancer (TRAMP model). 
a) Experimental scheme. 20 week old TRAMP mice received total body irra-
diation (TBI) at day-1, the following day they received an i.v. injection of 
T cells redirected to the large T antigen (ACT). One day later, mice were 
treated without (ACT) or with Iso1/Au/IL12 (18 pg; ACT+ Iso1/Au/IL12). 
After 4 weeks, mice were sacrificed to determine the state of tumor growth 
by histopathological examination of the prostate and quantify tumor-directed 
T cell responses in tumor draining lymph nodes (TdLN), spleen and blood 
were processed and analyzed by flow cytometry. b) Effect of treatments on 
tumor growth. Coded H&E prostate tissue sections were scored as follows: 
complete regression (100%), defined as area without evidence of residual 
diseases; partial regression (25–75%), defined as area of complete regres-
sion scattered among acini affected by adenocarcinoma or no regression 
(0%). Triangles represent individual mice. Mean±SE is shown. *, P < 0.05 
by χ2 test. The pie graphs summarize the fraction of mice in each group, 
according to the tumor regression score. c–f) Characterization of CD8+ cells 
in TdLN, spleen, and blood from mice treated as indicated in panel A. c) Fre-
quency of CD8+CD45.1+ viable cells. d) Frequencies of Vβ9+ cells TCR redi-
rected tumor-specific T cells. e) Frequency of tumor-specific T cells capable 
to produce IFNγ. f) Frequency of Vβ9+ tumor-specific T cells with cytotoxic 
activity (identified as granzyme B+ cells). Cumulative results of two to three 
independent experiments. Box-plots with median, interquartile and 5–95 per-
centile values. Dots represent individual mice. *, P < 0.05, by two-tailed t test.
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nanoparticles with a low number of IL12 molecules could be 
a strategy for overcoming not only systemic toxic reactions, 
but also the activation of systemic counter-regulatory effects.

The results of mechanistic studies show that Iso1/Au/IL12 
can therapeutically reprogram proinflammatory and antitumor 
functions in the tumor microenvironment, by increasing tumor 
infiltration by innate immune cells, such as NK cells, mono-
cytes, and neutrophils. Considering that IL12 was originally 
described as an NK-stimulating factor,[29] it is not surprising 
that IL12 targeted to the tumor could act on innate immunity.[30] 
What is most surprising is that this effect was achieved with 
an extremely low dose (18 pg) of nanodrug. Iso1/Au/IL12 also 
recruited intratumorally a small CD3+ population that was 
identified as invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells, which is a 
peculiar subset of T lymphocytes characterized by the expres-
sion of a conserved, invariant T cell receptor α chain (TCR 
Va14-Ja18 in mice, Va24-Ja18 in humans). iNKT cells respond 
to IL12 and modulate innate effectors in the tumor microenvi-
ronment.[31] As iNKT cells are known to be major drivers of the 
IL12-mediated antitumor effects,[32] it is reasonable to hypothe-
size that their recruitment to the tumor microenvironment may 
help activating NK cells and M1 macrophages.[21] This view is 
supported by the observation that an NK cell-depleting antibody 
could completely inhibit the antitumor activity of Iso1/Au/IL12 
in the WEHI-164 fibrosarcoma model.

Finally, we also found that low-dose Iso1/Au/IL12 could 
enhance the efficacy to adoptive T cell therapy in mice with 
autochthonous prostate cancer. In these mice, T cells redirected to 
the tumor by a TCR gene transfer approach fail to evoke tumor 
rejection, unless combined with additional tumor-targeting strat-
egies.[24,33] Our results show that adoptive T-cell therapy in combi-
nation with low-dose Iso1/Au/IL12 promotes tumor regression 
in the majority of mice. In previous studies, synergistic activity 
has been observed also with tumor-specific T cells engineered 
to express IL12 constitutively or under the control of TCR-
regulated (NFAT-IL12) expression.[15b-e,34] Despite improved 
antitumor effects and limited toxicity was observed in mice 
with this strategy,[15e] unacceptable toxicity was reported in mel-
anoma patients.[35] More recently, a Tet-regulated IL12 expres-
sion system, via doxycycline, was developed.[15f ] Interestingly, 
the transient induction of IL12 in the first days after adoptive 
T-cell therapy could reprogram the tumor microenvironment, 
boost the number of tumor-infiltrating T cells with reduced 
expression of PD1, and improve tumor response.[15f ] The 
stroma remodeling observed in our models after Iso1/Au/IL12 
administration might contribute to the antitumor response in 
the context of adoptive T-cell therapy, resulting in higher fre-
quencies of tumor-specific T cells with effector function and 
tumor rejection. Thus, our targeting strategy appears to reca-
pitulate some of the effects of IL12-engineered T cells, avoiding 
the risk of overt cytokine production by an expandable popu-
lation of T cells. Indeed, although Alsaieedi et al. showed that 
promoting repeated IL12 expression at defined time intervals 
might be beneficial,[15f ] counterregulatory effects and adverse 
toxic reactions might also develop, for instance upon uncontrol-
lable T cell expansion or T cell recirculation. Administration 
of defined doses of Iso1/Au/IL12 at appropriate time intervals 
and exclusively to the tumor could be an alternative approach 
to maximize antitumor effects and keep toxicity under control. 

Given that IL12 can also synergize with immune check-point 
inhibitors,[36] it is also tempting to propose that the therapeutic 
efficacy of these compounds might benefit of the combination 
with Iso1/Au/IL12.

An important question that remains to be addressed is how 
the endothelial-targeted IL12 can affect immune cells. One pos-
sible explanation is that when the nanoparticles are delivered to 
endothelial cells, part of them or of IL12 molecules are released 
into the tumor microenvironment, thereby reaching immune 
cells. Iso1/Au/IL12 bound to tumor endothelial cells might also 
interact with circulating immune cells.

4. Conclusion

We have shown that the preparation of stable and bifunctional 
gold nanoparticles endowed with both targeting (isoDGR) and 
effector (IL12) activity is feasible and that extremely low doses 
of this nanodrug are sufficient to induce antitumor effects, 
with no evidence of systemic toxicity. Targeted IL12 remod-
eled the tumor microenvironment promoting NK cell-mediated 
antitumor effects, and sustained T cell responses in the context 
of adoptive T-cell therapy, thus promoting complementary anti-
tumor effector responses. The extremely low doses necessary to 
induce antitumor effects and the favorable toxicological profile 
of this treatment may open the way to combination studies 
with other cytokines, immune checkpoint inhibitors, and other 
immunotherapeutic approaches.

5. Experimental Section
Cell Lines and Reagents: Murine WEHI-164 fibrosarcoma and 

mammary adenocarcinoma (TS/A) cells were cultured in DMEM 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 × 10−3 m glutamine, 
50 µg mL−1 streptomycin, 100 U mL−1 penicillin, and 0.25 µg mL−1 
amphotericin-B. Human serum albumin (HSA) was from Baxter 
(Deerfield, IL); bovine serum albumin (BSA) was from Sigma; murine 
recombinant interleukin-12 (IL12) was from Peprotech; human 
interleukin-2 was from Novartis; human αvβ3 was from Immunological 
Sciences (Rome, Italy). Rabbit antibodies against asialo-GM1, an antigen 
expressed by NK cells, basophils, monocytes/macrophages, and T cells, 
were from Biolegend (Poly21460). Cyclic head-to-tail c(CGisoDGRG) 
peptide (called Iso1) was prepared and characterized as described.[17,19] 
Iso1-HSA conjugate, consisting of Iso1 chemically coupled to HSA 
via 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylic acid 3-sulfo-N-
hydroxysuccinimide ester sodium salt (sulpho-SMCC), was prepared 
as described.[17,19] For nanodrug preparation, Iso1-HSA and IL12 were 
dialyzed against 5 × 10−3 m citrate buffer, pH 6.0 and stored at −80 °C.

Preparation of Gold Nanoparticles Functionalized with Iso1-HSA and 
IL12: Bifunctional gold nanoparticles bearing Iso1-HSA and recombinant 
IL12 were prepared as follows: 120 µg of Iso1-HSA was mixed with 
2.7 µg of IL12 in 100 µL of 5 × 10−3 m sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0. The 
mixture was then added to 1 mL of 25 nm gold nanoparticles (Aurion, 
The Netherlands, with pH adjusted to 4.3–4.4 with orthophosphoric 
acid) and left to incubate for 1 h at room temperature under shaking 
(the final pH during the conjugation was ≈5.5). Then, 100 µL of 
methoxy–PEG–thiol solution (15 µg mL−1 in water, MW 20 KDa, Nanocs) 
was added to the mixture and left to incubate for 15 min at room 
temperature. Finally, 100 µL of 10% w/v HSA was added to saturate gold 
nanoparticles. The mixture was centrifuged and resuspended in 1 mL 
of 5 × 10−3 m sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0, containing 1% HSA (three 
times, 14 000 × g for 15 min). The final product (1 mL) was filtered 
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(0.22 µm) and stored at –80 °C. Monofunctional nanodrugs lacking 
Iso1 (bearing IL12 and HSA activated with sulfo-SMCC and quenched 
with β-mercaptoethanol) were also prepared as described above. This 
product was called Au/IL12.

Characterization of the Functional and Physicochemical Properties of 
Nanodrugs: Visible spectra of nanoparticles (Nps) were recorded using 
an UltroSpec 2100 spectrophotometer (Amersham Biosciences) using 
1 cm path-length quartz cuvette. Nanoparticle (Np) concentration was 
calculated by interpolation on a calibration curve obtained with various 
solution of uncoated gold in 5 × 10−3 m sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0 
(stock solution: 3.3 × 1011 Nps mL−1, A530 nm ≈0.96 U mL−1).

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed 
using a DLS DYNAPRO 99 instrument (Wyatt) operating with the laser 
intensity set to 20% of power. Gold Nps were diluted 1:10 in 5 × 10–3 m 
sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0 (1–3 × 1010 Nps mL−1) and analyzed 
with 25–30 independent measurements of 10 s duration, at 20 °C. 
The calculation of the hydrodynamic radius of the nanoparticles was 
performed by DLS regularization analysis.

Z-potential measurements were performed using a ZetaSizer Nano 
ZS instrument (Malver) equipped with the Zetasizer software (version 
7.12). Gold Nps were diluted 1:10 in 5 × 10−3 m sodium citrate buffer, pH 
6.0, containing 10 mg mL−1 HSA (1−3 × 1010 Nps mL−1) and analyzed 
with three independent measurements at 25 °C.

IL12- and PEG-ELISA: The amount of total IL12 bound to 
nanoparticles was quantified by sandwich IL12-ELISA using an in-house 
protocol as described in Supporting Information and the MAX Deluxe 
Set Mouse IL12 (p70) ELISA kit (Biolegend).

The amount of mPEG-SH bound to nanoparticle was quantified by 
competitive-ELISA using a commercial kit (Polyethylene Glycol Backbone 
ELISA-Kit, Life Diagnostics, Inc), according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions (see Supporting Information). mPEG-SH 20 KDa was used 
as a reference standard.

αvβ3 Integrin and Anti-IL12 Antibody Sandwich Assays: The binding 
assays of nanodrug to αvβ3 integrin and to anti-IL12 antibodies spotted 
onto nitrocellulose filters were performed essentially as described.[17,19] 
A soluble TNF receptor type-2 fusion protein (sTNF-R2, ENBREL) was 
used as a negative control.

The αvβ3-integrin/anti-IL12-antibody sandwich assay of nanodrugs 
was performed as described in Supporting Information.

IL12 Bioassay: The amount of bioactive IL12 bound to gold 
nanoparticles was determined using an in vitro bioassay based on 
the capability of IL12 to induce the release of interferon-γ (IFNγ) from 
murine splenocytes as described in Supporting Information.

In Vivo studies: Studies in animal models were approved by the 
Ethical Committee of the San Raffaele Scientific Institute and performed 
according to the prescribed guidelines.

Subcutaneous Tumors: BALB/c or C57BL/6N mice (Charles River 
Laboratories), weighing 16 to 18 g, were challenged with subcutaneous 
injection in the left flank of 1.5 × 106 WEHI-164 or 3 × 105 TS/A living 
cells. Tumor-bearing mice were randomized and assigned to various 
experimental groups in order to obtain groups with similar average tumor 
size before treatment. Mice were injected, i.v., with nanodrugs in 0.9% 
sodium chloride solution (Laboratorio Farmacologico SALF, Bergamo, 
Italy) containing 100 µg mL−1 of HSA. Tumor growth was monitored by 
measuring tumor size with calipers. The tumor volume was estimated 
by calculating r1 × r2 × r3 × 4/3π, where r1 and r2 are the longitudinal 
and lateral radii, and r3 is the thickness of the tumor protruding from the 
surface of normal skin. Animals were sacrificed before tumors reached a 
diameter of 1.0 to 1.5 cm. Tumor sizes are shown as mean±SE.

Autochthonous Prostate Cancer Model: Heterozygous CD45.2+ 
C57BL/6 TRAMP mice and wild-type CD45.1+ congenic mice, were 
housed, bred, and genotyped in a specific pathogen-free animal facility 
in accordance with the European Union guidelines.[33,37] Congenic 
CD45.1+ cells were transduced with a tumor (Tag-IV)-specific TCR as 
previously described.[24,33] Twenty- week-old male TRAMP mice were 
conditioned by a sublethal dose of total body irradiation (6 Gy), and the 
following day i.v. injected with transduced cells containing 0.5 × 106 TCR 
redirected CD8+ T cells. The next day, the animals were injected (i.v.) 

with Iso1/Au/L12 (18 pg, in saline solution containing 100 µg mL−1 
of HSA) or with diluent. At day 28, urogenital apparata (UGA) were 
processed for histology and prostate tissues were scored by a dedicated 
pathologist, as previously described with some modification.[24,33] 
Briefly, complete regression (100%), defined as area without evidence 
of residual diseases; partial regression (25–75%) defined as area of 
complete regression scattered among acini affected by adenocarcinoma; 
no regression (0%). Mice bearing highly aggressive poorly differentiated 
neuroendocrine tumors were excluded from the study.

Quantification of Soluble TNF-Receptor 2, IFNγ and MIP-2 into the 
Tumor Mass: Soluble TNF-receptor 2, IFNγ and MIP-2 were detected by 
ELISA as described in Supporting Information.

Flow Cytometry Analysis: WEHI-164 tumor-bearing mice were treated 
at day 6 after tumor implantation with Iso1/Au/IL12 (18 pg) or diluent. 
At day 13, tumors were removed, weighted, minced in small pieces and 
resuspended with the mouse Tumor Dissociation Kit (2.5 mL g−1, Miltenyi 
Biotec GmbH), according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Minced 
tissues were then automatically processed with the gentleMACS Octo 
Dissociator (using preloaded program m_TDK_02, Miltenyi) to obtain a 
single cell suspension. After dissociation, the cell suspension was filtered 
through a 30 µm filter. Cell staining was performed as follows: 107 cells 
were washed twice with “FACS buffer” (PBS containing 2% FBS and 0.2% 
sodium azide) and incubated for 15 min with FACS buffer containing 
normal mouse IgG (150 µg mL−1, Jackson ImmunoResearch) at 4 °C. 
After washing, the cells were resuspended in PBS containing Live/Dead 
Blue reagent (Invitrogen, 0.1 µL per 50 µL sample) and left to incubate for 
30 min at room temperature. After washing with FACS buffer, the cells were 
incubated for 30 min with PBS-57-loaded CD1d tetramer (0.75 µg per 50 µL 
in FACS buffer), washed again and incubated with mixture of fluorochrome-
conjugated monoclonal antibodies (Table S1, Supporting Information, 50 µL 
per sample) in Brilliant Staining Buffer (BD Horizon) (20 min on ice). After 
two additional washings the cells were analyzed using a flow cytometer (BD 
LRSFortessa) (5 × 104 events gated on CD45+ and live cells) and the FlowJo 
software for compensation and quality before the high dimensional analysis.

In the case of TRAMP mice, peripheral blood, tumor draining popliteal 
lymph nodes (TdLN) and spleen were collected. Single-cell suspensions 
were generated and analyzed immediately or were stimulated with 
2 × 10–3 m Tag-IV peptide (VVYDFLKC) for 4 h of which the last 2 h were 
in the presence of Brefeldin A. Cells were surface stained, fixed, and 
permeabilized, and further stained for intracellular IFNγ as described 
previously.[24,33] IFNγ production in the absence of stimulation was 
considered as background release and subtracted from values obtained 
in response to specific peptides. Intracellular Granzyme B levels were 
analyzed immediately after organ explant. Dead cells were labeled with 
7AAD and samples were acquired on a BD FACSCanto II cell analyzer. 
Doublets were distinguished and excluded by plotting FSC area versus 
FSC height and data analysis was performed using FlowJo software.

High Dimensional Flow Cytometry Data Analysis: Primary FCS data 
were exported from FlowJo after gating on lymphocytes, singlets and 
viable CD45+ cells and were fed into the X-Shift algorithm, which 
automatically detects the best number of clusters (i.e., cell populations) 
with diverse phenotype in the whole dataset.[22] Simultaneously, the 
t-Distribution Stochastic Neighbor Embedding algorithm (viSNE[21,38]) 
was employed to build 2D maps on the basis of the expression level of 
each single marker included in the staining. FCS files including bhSNE 
maps and X-Shift clustering were then exported and analyzed in FlowJo 
to evaluate the cluster frequency and marker signature in single samples.

Statistics: Statistical analysis was performed using the Prism software 
(version 8, GraphPad). Data distribution was assessed using the 
D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test. Unpaired t test (two-
tailed) and Mann-Whitney tests were used for normally and nonnormally 
distributed data, respectively. Differences were considered significant 
with a P value lower than 0.05.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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